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Abstract (en)
The box is constituted from a laminated and monopiece body of stamped cardboard, with a central sector (1) constitutive of the bottom, a pair of
smaller sectors constitutive of its end panels (3) and another pair of larger sectors constitutive of its side panels (4), both having lateral extensions
(5-5') for the assembly of the box, which are fastened by means of adhesive to the complementary element. Either as a prolongation of its end
panels (3) or as a prolongation of its side panels (4), they present folding strips with a pair of stamped lines determinant of a sector that folds over
the internal face of the respective end panel (3) or in its case of the side panel (4), determining in both sides of that central and folding portion (6)
equal portions or sectors (6') which remain located horizontally in the assembly of the box constituting a support for the stacking, with those sectors
(6') prolonging into end fins (7) which fold over and remain located in cut-outs (8) established to that effect either in the side panels (4) or in its case
in the end panels (3), with all of the extensions, portions and flanges fastening by means of adhesive. <IMAGE>
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